
 

Smart Play® Volo offers boundless fun in a compact 
design, optionally with integrated shade. Its core   
features a  central ring connected by LSI Flexx a  
steel-reinforced cable netting for immersive play.   
This innovative material caters to diverse abilities,     
offering play sensations from relaxation to climbing. 

Children chart their own course in Volo with              
intentional elements forming a continuous play loop. 
Volo adapts to various paces, encouraging kids to 
shape their play style  uniquely. 

Volo distinguishes itself as a play space structure, 
seamlessly blending numerous layers of enjoyment. 
While also encouraging children to  explore a realm of 
possibilities, nurturing both creativity and physical 
activity. The addition of integrated shade elevates the 
play experience, ensuring kids can comfortably revel 
in their play time. 
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Upleveled Net Play with LSI Flexx  

LSI Flexx is a game-changing           
steel-reinforced cable netting 
material that offers kids with a 
range of abilities a ton of play 
sensations from relaxing to 
bouncing to climbing. Its cables 
are made of tightly woven,         
polyester-wrapped galvanized 
steel, and boast top-quality      
features like abrasion resistance, 
color stability, the utmost           
durability and vandal resistance. The smooth, low-profile connection nodes 
are comfortable to crawl across and an ideal size for kiddos to grasp while 
climbing.  

Our latest palette, CL, is inspired 
by nature: specifically, the breezy, 

whimsical colors of the sky. It is an 
ideal complement to our new 
playstructure, Volo, which is        

designed to reflect flight and the 
light qualities of the air.   

LED Jumping Jets from Aquatix®  

Create a dynamic sensory water experience with LED 
Jumping Jets from Aquatix®. Whether incorporated 
into a larger splash pad area or used as a standalone 
display in a small area, LED Jumping Jets offer beauty 
and interactive fun that everyone will love. We are 
dedicated to elevating your space with water that 
dances, jumps and pops in vivid color. Change the 
patterns, timing and light display with ease. Choose 
the system that suits your needs, from preset water 
sequencing with white lights to a fully programmable 
water and light display.  


